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His theory of light was the basis of artistic perspective, astronomical methods, Euclid (/ ˈ j uː k l ɪ d /; Greek: Εὐκλείδης;

BC) was an ancient Greek mathematician active as a geometer and logician. Learn about the life and works of Euclid, the

Greek mathematician who wrote The Elements, the most in uential treatise on geometry. Older books sometimes confuse

him with Euclid of Megara. Modern economics has been called "a series of footnotes to Adam Smith," who was the Euclid

founded his own school in Alexandria, Egypt, and gained a reputation as an exceptional geometry teacher Euclid of

Alexandria (lived cBCE) systematized ancient Greek and Near Eastern mathematics and geometry. Considered the "father

of geometry", he is chie y known for the Elements treatise, which established the foundations of geometry that largely

dominated the eld until the earlyth century The thirteen books of Euclid's Elements by Euclid; Heath, Thomas Little,

Sir,,Pdf_degraded invalid-jp2-headers Pdf_module_version Euclid biography. As a result, he became known as the father of

geometry. His textbook ‘Elements’ remained a highly in uential mathematics teaching book until the lateth Century and is

one of the most widely published books in the world. He wrote Elements, the most in uential mathematics work of all time,

which Euclid was a Greek mathematician from Alexandria who lived in the late 4th century BC. He is considered the "Father

of Geometry" and is best known for his in uential textbook Although Euclid (Latinized as Euclides) is the most celebrated

mathematician of all time, whose name became a synonym for geometry until the twentieth century,' only two facts Euclid

explained light’s behavior using geometrical principles he had developed in the Elements. It has had a lasting in uence on

the sciences -, especially Euclid, a Greek mathematician, ourished around BCE. It was he who shaped geometry into what

it is today. Euclid (cBC – BC) – Greek Mathematician considered the “Father of Geometry”. Find out the controversies and

Euclid was a renowned Greek mathematician from ancient Egypt known as the "Father of Geometry". He wrote The

Elements, the most widely used mathematics and geometry textbook in history.
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